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Plans underway for study in Navajo Nation
By Courtney Zinter
Winonan
For the past two years, Tom
Grier has worked on planning
a travel study to the Navajo
Nation in the southwestern
United States.
This summer, Grier and Cindy
Killion, professors in the Mass
Communications Department
at Winona State University,
hope to make Grier's work pay

off.
Growing up, Grier took an
interest in American Indians
after realizing his ancestors
stole their land and treated
them poorly.
He said he knew he could
not do anything to change what
happened, but he felt like he
needed to try.
Whenever Grier travels, he
visits reservations and talks to
the people there. Grier said

after becoming a full-time
faculty member at Winona
State, he realized he could
bring two groups together to
help each other.
"They don't have a journalism
program at Dine College,
the Tribal College of Navajo
Nation, but they want to start
one," Grier said. "Our students
will bring some pretty good
mass media knowledge, and
their students have the cultural

knowledge."
With 20 available spots
for the trip limited to mass
communication students, Grier
plans to have students pair up
with students from Dine to
produce oral histories of Navajo
culture.
"Almost every tribe in the
nation has an oral history
because they're worried as the
elders pass away the culture
will go with them," Grier said.

"The Navajo Nation doesn't
have a well-organized oral
history program, so there's
room for it."
Grier said students will start
the travel-study at Winona
State with a cultural sensitivity
workshop taught by Killion.

See NAVAJO, page 3

Ramaley, administration
break ground together for
the new wellness center
By Paul Solberg
Winonan

Photo by Rory O'DriscoMinonan
Winona State University President, Judith Ramaley, along with donors and speakers broke
ground Thursday on Winona State's Integrated Wellness Center at Memorial Hall The center
will be completed in 2010.

Plans for new dorm set,
location on Mark Street

Phone: 507-457-5119

Fidel. Castro's daughter
visits campus

Despite the fact the university
has not chosen a firm for
construction, the ground
breaking for the Integrated
Wellness Center took place
Thursday outside Memorial
Hall.
Bidding will begin in October
and a firm will be chosen two
weeks later.
KurtLohide, the vice president
of finance and administrative
services, said the area south of
Memorial Hall will be under
construction and the parking lot
closed when it begins.
"We expect larger firms
and given the downturn in the
economy, construction firms

Sanders says
offshore drilling not
a solution

will be competitive to bid for
it," Lohide said.
The building will be
constructed in accordance
to Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design silver
standards.
To receive silver certification
the project must meet a
minimum standard in relation to
water and energy conservation,
lower operating costs and
reducing waste during and after
construction. .
Funding for the project comes
from state appropriations of
about $8.4 million, student fees,
which account for $7.1 million
and an expected $3.5 million
from private donors.

See MEMORIAL, page 3

Football team loses
streak in a squeaker
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Ditch the trays: A new eco-friendly initiative
By Stephanie Trask
Winonan
Lauren Schmidt attempts to
balance food among her list of
other priorities at school. She's
balancing, literally, a plate of
pasta, a bowl of salad, and a
glass of milk.
And it's not easy.
Schmidt is one of only a
few students who caught on to
Winona State University's new
"green" initiative — trayless
Tuesdays — in an effort to
reduce water and food waste.
The eco-friendly initiative
began Sept. 16 to introduce
students to the idea of not
taking a tray at mealtime every
Tuesday.
The freshman says she'll try
it out every now and again.
"It's not convenient to carry
all your food," Schmidt said.
Donna Spaeth, assistant
director in dining services
on main campus, hopes that
students will at least consider
how going without a tray could
benefit the campus.
"As of right now, we're just
educating students about the
effects ofgoingtrayless," Spaeth
said. "We're still working with
the university to figure out the

best way to ease students into
going without trays."
Several college campuses
around the nation have already
caught on. This includes the
University of Minnesota-TwinCities, where the cafeterias
in residence halls have gone
completely trayless since
April.
University
president
Judith Ramaley 's Climate
Commitment Committe
mentioned the idea of going
trayless last spring.
Chartwells, the food provider,
introduced the program that was
approved by the university.
Spaeth and others in dining
services began collecting data
to account for all the gallons of
water used just to wash trays.
Last Monday alone, 1,630
gallons were used to wash
2,337 trays in the Jack Kane
cafeteria.
Spaeth estimates it takes half
a gallon to wash only one tray.
She also found in research
that colleges who went trayless
had up to 50 percent less food
waste.
Currently, the cafeteria goes
through 10 55-pound barrels
of food waste in one day, not
including paper waste.

Registered
dietician
Jill Henscheid, who
works at Winona State,
hopes that students will
take fewer portions of
food if they're are forced
to make another trip for
food.
"With
this
new
challenge, students might
make better food choices
and take less food at a
time," Henscheid said.
She and Spaeth stood
at the entryway of the
cafeteria last Tuesday,
urging students to
consider not using a tray.
Most just smiled and
took a tray anyways.
"We just have to start
selling the idea and ease
it into them," Henscheid
said. "I don't expect
everyone to catch on
right away. It's a learning
process of breaking the
Photo by Rory O'Driscoll/Wmonan
habit."
Jenna Provost, right, and Alyssa Strickland, freshmen at Winona State
Spaeth hopes that University, eat lunch without trays Sept 23 in the Smaug.
eventually the idea of
Trayless Tuesdays will
grow into trayless everyday.
idea.
lunch.
Freshman Chelsea Filipovich
"I think it'd be really
heard the idea through an beneficial," she said. However,
e-mail and by word of mouth. she'll have to break the habit Contact Stephanie at
She finds going trayless a good too, having grabbed a tray at SMTrask8045@winona.edu

Mayoral election could
determine street parking

Photo by Rory O'DriscoHNV'monan

Clarence Russell said that if he is elected as Winona mayor he will eliminate alternateside parking. Jerry Miller, the current mayor, says there are other ways to deal with winter
weather.
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By Kaarina Alfors
Winonan
A winter inconvenience has
caused Winona State University
students frustration year after
year has been alternate side
parking.
Street space is limited in
Winona, and many housing
rentals do not offer off-street
parking.
One of the candidates running
for Mayor of Winona, Clarence
Russell, has claimed that if he
is elected, he will eliminate
alternate side parking.
However, the alternative
side parking, some say plays

an important role in street
maintenance. In November,
when the alternate side parking
begins, the street cleaners
eliminate the leaves that
compile along the streets.
"If the streets are not cleaned,
the leaves and debris filter into
the storm sewers which empty
into Lake Winona. When too
much debris empties into the
lake, it promotes algae and then
the city has to spend $1 million
of the taxpayer's money to
'clean out the lake," community
liaison Vicki Englich said.

See PARKING, page 4

Continued from page 1

WELLNESS

Photo by Rory OThiscoll/Wmonan
Students decorated socks to be placed in the new wellness center.

Lohide said this innovative
approach to capital projects
through private funds could
become a trend if the economy

turns down and less money is
appropriated by the state for
these kinds of projects.
Merchants Bank in Winona

has donated $300,000 with a
contingent of up to $200,000 to
match any private donations up
to $1,000.
"It's
about
motivating
people," Merchants Bank
President Rod Nelson said. "If
the community does well, we
will too."
The 90,000 square-foot
building, expected to be
completed in 2010, will
be used for academic and
research programs as well as
classrooms, advanced health
care technology and sporting
facilities.
A corridor leading from
Memorial Hall to the Wellness
Center, named the "Hall of
Heroes," will be created to
commemorate athletic heritage
at the university.
Student Senate President
David Obray said the center
was important to "provide
mental and physical fitness to
students."
Lohide agrees.
"We all benefit from a
healthier society," he said.
Goals of the center are to
promote healthy activity, stress
management, good eating
habits and responsible alcohol
use.
and physical
Health
education, student health
services, counseling services
and recreational and
intercollegiate athletics will
occupy the new space.
"We're laying ground for our

Photo by Roty O'Dnscoll/Wmonan
Rep. Gene Pelowsld, DFL-Wmona, speaks at the groundbreaking ceremony
Thursday at Wmona State.

next 150 years," said Judith
Ramaley, university president.

Continued from page 1

NAVAJO
After arriving at the Navajo because Navajo Nation is still
Nation, students will spend a sovereign nation but within
the borders of
a few days building
the United States,
relationships and trust
so it's a different
with the elders before
place,"
Killion
they interview them.
said.
"We'll
be
The trip replaces the
engaged
in
a
typical international
cultural
exchange
mass communications
in a way, and
travel study for the
that's
a benefit."
summer, but both
The
three week
Grier and Killion
Tom
Grier
trip
is
estimated
to
say the trip is still
cost
about
$3,000,
international.
which includes
"Our argument is,
it's still an international trip tuition, airfare, lodging and

Contact Paul at
PTSolber3844@winona.edu

interest in the
food. The trip is the first
trip when it was
of its kind for Winona
mentioned last
State, therefore plans
summer. Kim
may change as the trip
Streblow, ajunior
unfolds, said Grier.
photojournalism
"The beauty of this
major at Winona
program is it's the first
time we've ever done
State, said the
trip sounds more
it, so it's going to invent
rewarding than
itself as it goes along,"
other travel
Grier said. "You can't Cindy Killion
studies offered
have a second oral
.
on campus.
history trip until you've
done it once and seen what
"I hope that I will walk away
from this experience with a
works."
Some students expressed greater understanding and

respect for the Navajo people
andtheir culture," Streblow said.
"I am positive that I will come
back with more knowledge in
practical applications of what I
have been learning in class."
Still planning the travel study
and other side trips around
the Navajo Nation, Grier and
Killion will hold informational
meetings this week.

Contact Courtney at
CLZinter8738@winona.edu
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PARKING
Frank Pomeroy, the police
chief of Winona, said Winona
did not always have the alternate side parking ordinance.
Winona's current street-plowing system is only an 18-yearold.
Before, Winona followed a
system much like the one that
is currently being used in St.
Paul. The system gave people
24 hours to move their cars to
one side of the street or after
two inches of snow had accumulated on the streets.
The problem was that people
did not move their cars and
snow built along the streets.
Eventually the snow accumulated so much that most of the
back streets in Winona were reduced to one lane.
This was especially a problem around the Winona State

campus.
Alternative solutions have
been suggested to help solve
the snow plowing issue around
Winona State.
Mayor of Winona Jerry Miller said one way of dealing with
winter weather is to have everyone on either the east side or
the west side of Winona vacate
the streets overnight.
Miller also suggested working on a deal with Winona State.
Instead of having students pay
the University to park in Winona State's parking lots year
around, Winona State could
make an exception for its overflow lots and charge students to
park in these lots only over the
alternate side parking months.
Many students say that city
officials enforce alternate side
parking only as a means of

making money. Pomeroy said
the city may receive some
revenue from the tickets that
are given out.
However, Police officers
are sent out for many hours
to place tickets on incorrectly
parked cars. Approximately
2,100 to 2,400 tickets are
handed out each year. What
little revenue is made from
warning tickets is usually
spent on overtime for police
officers writing tickets.
Even though alternate side
parking may seem like a useless task, the truth is that it
is the only current way that
Winona may keep the streets
clean, Miller said.
Contact Kaarina at
KOAlfors0628@winona.edu

Bloedow's Bakery
Winona's hometown
bakery since 1874.
Featuring original donut,
rolls, and bread recipes.
451 Broadway St. (507) 452-3682

Am4p, • ti.;:

PIRITS

176 E 3rd St.
Winona 5077 45Z-1821

the Wipionan is HiringThe newspaper is looking for
news reporters!
Interested?
Pick up an application in the
Wilionan office located in the
Lower Hyphen!
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Winona State plans
on building new
dorms in near future
By Kaarina Alfors
Winonan

Suites will have a common
room that may be used by its
occupants.
Each floor of the buildings
Major
architectural
improvements have been will offer conference room
springing up all over Winona space, a student lounge, a
State University's main campus kitchen and recycling services.
lately, and this year will not An underground tunnel will
be any different. Winona also be constructed so students
State has decided to build may cross safely under the
another dormitory that will be railroad tracks.
Building contractors have
potentially completed by July
yet to be decided for the new
of 2010.
The new dorm project is dorm building, but bidding will
estimated to cost the university begin either February or March
$29 million and is still in 2009.
Winona State has decided
the early stages of its design
not to use taxpayers' money for
phase.
By April of 2009, ground the construction costs. Instead,
will be broken and the building the university has sold revenue
bonds that will be paid back as
phase will begin.
Students may expect to see soon as the new buildings are
the construction for the new occupied.
"The students will be paying
dorm in the two Silver Lots
for the dorms with the boarding
south of Sheehan.
Once construction for this tuition money that they pay for
building begins, students every year," Kurt Lohide, the
will need to find parking Vice President of Finance and
Administrative Services, said.
alternatives.
The new dorm will be used
Some of these possibilities
may include the two overflow in place of the Conway and
lots that Winona State has built Richards residence halls. Once
the new dorm is completed,
on Sarnia Street.
For now, the only planning Conway and Richards will be
that has been finalized has been vacated.
"The building will not be torn
for more parking is a parking
down
yet, but will be eventually
lot on West campus at an
used
as
a 'swing' building that
undeclared date.
The new dorm will consist students will occupy when
of two separate four-story their chosen dorms are being
remodeled," Lohide said.
buildings.
The two residence halls will
construction
is
Once
complete, 400 rooms will be eventually be torn down because
available on campus for Winona of their old age. This project
State students. The dorm will will be very expensive and is
be primarily offered to upper not currently a top priority for
classmen and each building Winona State, Lohide said.
will be coed.
Single rooms will be available
as well rooms for two to four
people. Individual rooms and Contact Kaarina at
suites will contain a bathroom. KOAlfors0628@winona.edu

Top: Photo by Nick Furiong/VV'monan
The Winona State University parking lot on the corner of Mark and Huff Street is the proposed
spot for the new dorm.

Above: Contributed Photo

An artist's rendition of a dorm Winona State University plans to begin building in April 2009.
The dorm will add more than 400 beds to the overcrowded Winona State housing facilities.

Winona State University travel study meetings
Winona State . University's
Mass Communication
department will hold the Navajo
Nation travel study program
meetings throughout this week.
The first meetings will be at 11
a.m. and 5 p.m. on Wednesday,
Oct. 1, in Phelps 109.
Other meetings this week
are at 3:30 p.m. Thursday and

2 p.m. Friday, both in Phelps
109.
Students will work on
documentary journalism
projects archiving the oral
histories of Navajo elders. The
three-credit course is limited to
20 students who will collaborate
in teams with students from
Dine College, the tribal college

of the Navajo Nation. The
travel study program will last
three weeks in June 2009 in the
southwestern United States.
For more information, e-mail
Tom Grier at TGrier@winona.
edu or call 507-457-5239.
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Student Senate elections iron out kinks but lack voter turnout
By Paul Solberg
Winonan
Student Senate started out
with a boom this semester. The
fall election turnout, however,
did not, due to a low voter
turnout.
Less than 3 percent of the
eligible student body— 238 out
of the 8,452 — voted for the 12
vacant Student Senate seats
from Sept. 16 to 19.
"Last week, everyone was
busy with homecoming,"
Student Senate Vice-President
Caitlin Stene said. "We tried
our best to get out the word to
vote."
An all-student email was
sent out when the polls opened;
flyers in Kryzsko Commons

and word of mouth were used happen in this election,"
to promote the election, Stene Stene, a junior who is studying
said.
marketing and
As vice-president,
public
Stene heads up each
administration,
election and works out
said.
kinks in the system.
To
avoid
Last fall, elections
difficulties, Stene
were invalidated and
conducted a test
voting rescheduled
of the software,
due to "technical
allowing student
difficulties," which
senators to vote in
included the elections Caitlin Stene
a mock election
not opening on time,
two weeks prior.
not enough writeEleven of
in slots on ballots, cut off the 12 vacant seats have been
candidate statements on the accepted.
Student Senate. website and an
Kevin Hoffman, a
inability by some students to senior biology major,
log in and vote.
accepted an at-large
"All the problems that seat, along with Jack
happened last year did not Linehan, a freshman

TWO WORDS CAN
BRING EVEN GROWN
MEN TO TEARS.
We deliver.
We are your late-night headquarters.
Visit us at 105 West Third OR
call for delivery @ 507-474-3727

• Open till 2 am •
Thurs, Fri, Sat Nights

SUBSO,
(gesP1).,Pt1 CT
Pliber
icijaamcm

DISCOLVERING
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majoring in political science,
Tasha Lasee, a freshman cell and
molecular biology major, and
Mathius Mahlum, a sophomore
majoring in pre-med.
Rebecca Fritz, a senior,
accepted the College of
Business seat as a write-in with
seven votes.
Tha Her, a political science
major, Annelise Hughes, a
political science major, and
Matthew Zilch, a political
science major, all accepted
freshman seats.
Nicole Woods and Kylie
Wahl both took College of

Nursing and Health Sciences
seats and Phyllis Ann Lee the
graduate seat with a one vote
write-in.
"The purpose of these
elections are to get freshmen
involved," Stene said.
The first meeting with new
senators will be Wednesday,
Oct. 1.

Contact Paul at
PTSolber3844@winona.edu

/Worried
about
regnancy?
Birthright
can
help
For more than 30 years, BirthrigRh
as

help thousands of students worried about
pregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer
free and anonymous pregnancy tests,
answers to questions, referrals to
community services and, most
important, a friend to listen.
All of our help is free and confidential.
Call anytime: 452-2421
930 W. Fifth St.
24-hour Hotline: 1-800-550-4900

What's happening at WSU...
Wednesday
CLASP series hosts Flood Discusions
PLACE: Stark Auditorium
TIME: 7 p.m.
CONTACT: Toby Dogwiler at
TDogwiler@winona.edu

Thursday
Athenaeum Series Presents Inclusive
Excellence Initiative
LACE: Library second floor
TIME: 1 p.m.
ONTACT: call Kendall Larson at
07-457-5367 or Joe Mount at 507-457-5147

Friday
Navajo Nation Travel Study Meeting
PLACE: Phelps 109
TIME: 2 p.m.
CONTACT: Tom Grier at TGrier@winona.
edu

Orphan Train Series Hosts Speaker
Global Awareness Day
PLACE: Winona County Historical Center,
160 Johnson St.
TIME: 12:05 p.m.
CONTACT: Kathy Seifert at 507-452-9357
or Jennifer Weaver at 507-454-2723, ext. 3

WO, oNeitogo/wM.

International Music Series Welcomes
Nirmala Raj asekar
;PLACE: Tau Center Rotunda
TIME 5:30 p.m.
CONTACT: e-mail Cathy Schmidt at
CSchmidt@winona.edu

's

Saturday
Recreation Programming Holds
Eco-Challenge
LACE: Lake Lodge, Winona
TIME: 3 p.m.
,CONTACT: visit www.winonaecochallenge.
org or e-mail winonaecochallenge@gmail.
corn

PLACE: Cochrane Fountain City Schools
TIME: 7 p.m.
CONTACT: Terry Markos at 507-457-5303,
or e-mail TMarkos@winona.edu

•

Monday
Healthy Mondays: Stress Busters
LACE: Purple Rooms 105 and 106
TIME: 7 p.m.
ONTACT: call Kelli McClintick at
07-457-5619

Tuesday
WSU Holds Feminist Pedagogy
Discussion Group
PLACE: Green Mill Restaurant
TIME: All Day
CONTACT: e-mail Tamara Berg at
Berg@winona.edu

Test Anxiety Workshop
Molly Moran: Sculpture Exhibition
elleilF4fe

011.(WY,

Sunday
Winona Chamber Music Concert

LACE: Dining Rooms C and D
IME: noon to 1 p.m.
ONTACT: e-mail Alex Hines at
Ahines@winona.edu

PLACE: Stark Auditorium
TIME: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
CONTACT: e-mail Anne Plummer at
Aplummer@winona.edu

PLACE: Lake Lodge, Winona
TIME: 4:30 p.m.
CONTACT: call Marybeth Lenhardt at
507-457-5250
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Offshore drilling: Not a solution to high gas prices

By Brian Sanders
Winonan
Last week there were two
letters to the editor regarding
Tim Walz and offshore drilling.
Both mentioned voting for
Brian Davis as an alternative
to high gras prices and Tim
Walz' apparent lack of desire
for drilling in the U.S.
First of all, there is some
interesting misinformation
there; it appears to me that Tim
Walz DOES support offshore
drilling, at least according to
his website.
Therefore, it appears that of
the possible reasons one would

support Brian Davis over Tim
Walz, offshore drilling seems
quite unsatisfactory.
It also appears to me that
many people calling for offshore
drilling don't really understand
the nature of the situation.
There are some valid reasons
one might support offshore
drilling.
For instance, one might think
it would have a positive effect
on the economy, increasing
GDP.
One might desire for the oil
companies to increase their
profits, and environmental
concerns would be ignored in
order to generate more wealth.
That desire for wealth is a
valid argument, at least.
However, I don't believe
that is the reason why so many
Americans are calling for
offshore drilling.
Neither of the letters to the
editors last month mentioned
concern for Texaco profits.
They mentioned gas prices.

The perception of gas prices
as being high is why most
people support offshore drilling
right now.
A recent poll reported that
51 percent of American adults
thought that the moratorium on
offshore drilling was a major
cause of high gas prices.
With that amount of people
perceiving offshore drilling as
a reason for high gas prices
(and people complaining about
high gas prices), it makes sense
that so many people support
offshore drilling.
In fact, anotherpoll conducted
Aug. 29 to 31 indicated that 74
percent of American adults at
least mildly favored an increase
in offshore drilling. This is
quite disheartening. It indicates
a shortsighted herd mentality
and a lack of understanding of
economics, both of which can
be quite damaging.
Since the main reason people
support offshore drilling is to
reduce $4/gallon gasoline, that

is the first point to look at.
Most people at this point are
at least aware that a lift on the
offshore drilling moratorium
now will not yield an increase
in gasoline production for quite
some time.
Even if the oil would
somehow be on the market
seven years from now (which
would be quite remarkable),
there's no telling what world
demand and prices will be like
in seven years.
As oil demand around the
world continues to increase,
while supply has reached its
peak, expect prices to continue
to rise.
The real reason why offshore
drilling is not a solution is that
we live in a global free market.
Oil drilled off the coast of
California won't be sold to
the United States at a discount
price; it will become a part of
the world market, sold at the
world price.
This is such an important

Cathartic complaining is a solution-free activity

By Sarah Burgen
Editor-in-Chief
Sometimes, I just need to
gripe.
This happened to be the case
Monday.
I spent my weekend in my
hometown of Madison, Wis.,
hitting up State Street, going
to a couple shows, shopping
and eating delicious Mad-town
delicacies.
Then, I drove a miserable
two-and-a-half hours back to

Winona.
The changing leaves brought a
smile to my face, but the thought
of another week of classes, work
and extracurricular activities
dampened my mood quickly.
So, as I sat down for another
bajillion hours of Winonan
layout, complaints exited my
mouth like Congress recessing
after deciding against the bailout
(That was a really lame simile,
and I thoroughly apologize).
Anyway, after a 10-minute
rant, my friend Paul started
giving me solutions for my
self-described unsolvable
problems.
The biggest problem truly
was that I didn't want any
solutions. I wanted sympathy; I
wanted someone to pity me.
I complained that my parents
live far away and I want to
escape to somewhere on the

8 -Opinion/Editorial

weekends. I complained that
school drives me crazy and I
can't wait until May when I'm
done forever. I complained that
being in Madison made me miss
high school and my family and
I wanted them to move back so
I could retain some normalcy in
my life.
What I didn't want to hear
was, "You'll see your parents
soon."
Dec. 20 is hardly. soon.
"School's over in less than
nine months."
A semester and a half is
hardly a short amount of time.
This may seem slightly sexist,
but this may be the biggest
difference between guys and
girls.
Growing up, I'd always tell
my mom about what I was
dealing with. If I told my dad,
he'd provide all these different

scenarios, or say he was going
to get involved and fix it.
My mom would simply sit
by and let me rattle off things
that didn't make any sense.
This reaffirmed my belief in
cathartic complaining.
Fixes
aren't
necessary!
Talking is!
My lack of reception to
the solutions made me seem
stubborn. In reality, it was
simply my way of dealing with
them. My solution, as it were.
If I complain enough, maybe
somehow things will get fixed.
In our society fueled by
therapy, there must be some
truth to this idea.

Contact Sarah at
SCBurgen5575@winona.edu

point. Offshore oil production
does not subsidize U.S. prices.
Moreover, we need to
consider the quantities of oil
we're discussing. It's estimated
that there are about 18 billion
barrels of oil under moratorium
offshore.
To put it in perspective, the
U.S. uses about 21 million
barrels per day.
If somehow -all that offshore
oil went magically to the U.S.,
we would gobble it up in a little
over two years.
Offshore drilling will not
have an effect soon, and the
eventual effect it does have will
be minimal on U.S. prices.
Rather than trying to find lastminute quick fixes to prolong
our unsustainable way of life,
we should adapt to create a
world where we don't rely as
much on oil for our wellbeing.
Contact Brian at
BPSanders06@winona.edu

Buggin' out: Gnat attack plagues campus

By Lauren Vincenti
Winonan
"Disgusting", "So gross",
and "Eww!" were only some
of the things I heard last
week to describe the itty bitty
black gnats found throughout
campus.
What was that about?
My guess is that they rehatched after the rain and
stuck around because of the
wonderful warm weather.
Although I would have liked
to enjoy the shade under the
trees on campus, I was scared.
After what happened last
Wednesday, I contemplated
skipping class, which I haven't
done in a long while.

On Wednesday morning
when I woke up, the only thing
that was on my mind was what
to wear during my presentation
for my English Literature
class.
I wanted to look put-together
without looking over-done. My
answer: a shower and the best
invention in fashion- the polo!
I have acquired a number of
those versatile shirts in many
different colors throughout my
day.
For
reason,
some
unbeknownst to me, I picked
my yellow polo as opposed to
any of the darker colors I own
such as blue or black.
No, I picked bright yellow, the
kind of yellow that would glow
under a black light. Dumb.
My class starts at 10 and gets
out around noon.
On the way to class, I must
have stayed out of the gnat
minefield.
The way home, however, was
an absolute nightmare.
I got out of class in Minne and
debated whether or not I would

Letters to the editor
Name change
for UPAC

I am writing to propose
an additional abbreviation
be added to UPAC's name. I
believe that the current title
of University Programming
Activities Committee, or
"UPAC," does not fully convey
what the club's goal on this
campus is. Quite simply, it
needs something. What is that
something, you ask?
The word "the." Bear with
me.
As the name currently stands,
it seems as if there are multiple
committees that are dedicated
to programming activities for
our university. But there aren't
multiple; there is only one
and it should not be labeled
so generically. It is for that

reason that I am proposing that
the official name immediately
changed to "The University
Programming Activities
Committee,"
simply
or
TUPAC.
This would greatly reduce
confusion, especially among
freshman who, already
befuddled and wild-eyed as
it is, needn't anything else so
trivial like this to bamboozle
them any further.
TUPAC would not only give
the club a more authoritative
name, but would certainly be
catchier. "Did you hear about
the awesome event that TUPAC
put on last night," students
will excitedly ask one another.
"What? I thought he was dead,"
will be the response.
But no, this WSU organization
is still very much alive.
-Jake Klocksien
Winona

go look at the apparel being
sold in Gildemeister. I was
already closer to the library, but
I went.
As anyone who has been
through middle school would
know, the quickest distance
from point A to point B is a
straight line. So, I took "StoryBook Lane" (the only brick
paved path on campus) to get
there.
That was probably the worst
decision I have ever made in my
entire life apart from wearing a
yellow polo.
As I emerged from the path,
I was so confused. I thought I
had put on my yellow polo. I
knew it was yellow.
I got a compliment on the
color. But why then was the
shirt I emerged with, without a
doubt, black?
I didn't have to look long
to notice that my shirt had
millions, if not more, gnats on
it.
After getting the heebiejeebies for a good minute and a
half, I frantically wiped off my

shirt desperately wishing it to
be highlighter yellow again.
Sadly, as I did this, I didn't
think about the consequences.
I had gnats smeared, nay,
plastered to my shirt.
On the bright side, at least
I didn't yawn while I was
strolling through Story-Book
Lane.
My reaction would have been
completely obscene and way
worse for someone else to see
then having to swat away little
bugs.
Needless to say, I wore dark
colors for the rest of the week
to avoid the inevitable gnat
attack.
And hopefully, now that
the weather is cooling down,
we won't have to suffer
walking through , the invisible
minefields.

Dirty political
ads don't get the
job done

key issues can't be the content
instead of sleight maneuvers.
I don't care who started it.
What I do care about is who
raises themselves above the
pettiness to realize the educated
public cares more about what
might be done than what the
competition is doing that will
supposedly hurt them.
Besides, surmising what the
competitions' strategies will
yield is akin to telling someone
with an ailment trying a new
medicine won't help, it might
actually make things worse.
Obviously medicine that won't
work effectively is not marketed
just as a politician running for
office means well.
This is why focusing on what
will be done is what we, as
educated citizens, would rather
see more of, not attacks on the
latter with no support.
Please stop spouting the same

Let me begin by pointing
I consider myself politically
neutral. I felt compelled to write
this after blatant symbolism
was used in a political ad aired
on CBS.
I know pointing out the
specific ad will make you
believe I am targeting one and
supporting the latter, so we will
focus on the techniques.
Special lighting techniques
were used to imply choosing
the other candidate will cause
harm to your family.
The way it was used was
underhanded and was obviously
meant to influence your decision
subconsciously. Its unfortunate

Contact Lauren at
LPVincen6822@winona.edu

old nonsense and show us you're
in charge of your campaign by
sticking you are going to do, no
what the competition will fail
to do.
-Paul Solberg
Winona

Opinion pieces and
letters do not necessarily
represent the views of the
Winonan, its staff or of the
administration of Winona
State UniVersity.
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Student coffee shop, hangout on The Edge'
By Courtney Cosgriff
Winonan
With no drink or snack costing
more than $1.75, free wireless
Internet and a relaxing study
environment, The Edge has
been getting a great response
from students.
The Edge, located on the
corner of Main and Sanborn
Streets directly across from
Memorial Hall, is a new student
study place started by Steph
and Chuck Peterson.
While The Edge opened just
two weeks ago, it has been in
planning for nearly a year.
Last November, Mike
Amiot, the Minnesota XA
director, approached Steph
Peterson about becoming the
Campus Pastor at Winona State
University.
At that time, Peterson was
leading a college/young adult
group that includes students
from St. John's University, St.
Ben's University and St. Cloud
State University.
Amiot talked to Peterson
monthly about the position, but
she didn't seriously consider it
until February.
Around that same time,
Amiot was selling the building
that currently houses The Edge.
When Peterson heard of this
offer, she came down to Winona
just to check it out.

"Long story short, we came
down and fell in love with
Winona, the beautiful building,
and the campus on which it sits
at the edge," Peterson said.
Peterson first thought the
building would be a typical
campus ministry where
Christian students could meet
and discuss spiritual growth.
As the Petersons continued to
work on the building, another
vision came into focus.
Peterson said she met a
Winona State student and he
confirmed to her that a study/
hangout place was needed close
to campus.
There has been a great
response to the study place, she
said.
"The students that have been
here have loved this place,"
Peterson says. "We keep
hearing students say things
like 'This place is great!' and
`It feels like home,' Peterson
says.
Though the response from
the students who have hung
out at this study area has been
positive there are still many
students who still don't know
The Edge exists.
"Though many students
have yet to discover this
amazing place, we are still
being frequented by the Greek
clubs, members of the football,
gymnastics and volleyball team

members," Peterson said
The Edge has also hosted
club meetings when the clubs'
were unable to secure rooms on
campus.
Chuck Peterson also leads
gatherings at 6 p.m. on
Sundays. The gatherings focus
on spirituality and building
genuine relationships. The
Edge also has contemporary
worship with a live band.
"After years of getting up
Sunday morning for church,
we love the relaxed feeling of
a gathering time later in the day
on Sundays," said Peterson.
"We always have free food and
coffee following."
The Edge would like all
students to get involved with or
just hang out at The Edge.
"It is our goal to open the
student center so that students
can bring their books to the
gathering, have some food and
coffee, and then hit the books,"
said Peterson. "We are hoping to
stay open until around midnight
Sunday nights, as that is the big
cram night for students."
The Edge will also be
offering discussion groups and
various classes with topics that
will interest college students.
The classes will cover finances,
relationships and spiritual
issues.
,

See EDGE, page 13

Photo by Nick Furlong/Winonan
Latrisha Green, a senior psychology major at Winona State
University, works at The Edge student center on the corner of
Sanborn and Main Streets. Green has been working at The
Edge since the opening.

Castro's daughter speaks at Winona State
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By Rebecca Erdmann
Winonan

Revolution as she remembers sit through Castro's nine hour
it, and of the day she found televised speeches, praying that
out that Fidel Castro, the man he would finish before cartoons
Alina Fernandez's simple behind the revolution, was her came on.
'
goal as she stood before a father.
She remembers that Christmas
crowded room at Winona State
"I'm an early Witness to was deemed a capitalist holiday,
University was to let people Castro's Cuba," Fernandez and the state controlled all forms
know a little bit more about said.
of communication, cutting off
Cuba, her homeland.
She recalls television cartoons contact with the outside world
Fernandez came to Winona being interrupted in January until 1994.
State Thursday as part of 1959; replaced by footage of
"The more you know, the
a celebration of Hispanic rebels overthrowing the Cuban more power you have,"
Heritage Month.
government.
She spoke of the Cuban
Children, she said, would
See CASTRO, page 15

T he Ruckus

a review that loves music almost as much as you do

Kings of the scene: new blues
By Jack Chandler
Winonan
.....

Listening to the Kings of
Leon's fourth studio album, it's
apparent that lead singer/songwriter Caleb Followill had
some things on his mind this
past year.
On "Only By The Night," the
Nashville crew that makes rock
a family affair puts together a
formidable collection of no,
holds-barred love tunes that
bask in the finality of it all. These
songs are in a different vein than
obvious contemporaries from
across the pond, as the Kings
chose to couple a new arenarock sound with their trademark
blues lyrics. This isn't worldcorruption-interrupting-love
time, but rather Armageddonheartbreak spiraling you to an
end.
their
Acknowledging

growing popularity in Europe,
the Kings of Leon work up a
lather of reverb guitars, hollow
backbeats, and a distant sound
that is ironically salvaged by
the group's soulful country
roots.
On "Closer," brother Caleb
sings about the unspeakable
Pcx.„ PrinY MAN44,:;FMTNT carnage of loss that's "coming
closer."
& SA) '7
It's a spacey intro that
Main St & Broadway sounds like its tracks were
separately cut in an abandoned
warehouse.
The distance
A Great Placa To Wel
becomes a problem later on
Tenants Trust]
the LP, but it fits the mood well
here.
On "Crawl," the Kings
happily digress, chugging out
a modern-day blues rocker
clamoring of hope to "see you
crawl, before I walk away."
vpitampabivermanartntain Token cousin in the band
Matthew Followill flashes

507-452-8808

HOUSES
APARTMENTS

NIGHT

Google
some nice chops in a lead
solo, mixing some chunky
string bends effectively with
production effects.
When these guys keep it
heavy, they can do no wrong.
But the album gets a little too
Bono with singles "Sex on Fire"
and "Use Somebody," when
suddenly the opportunity for
radio rock hits outweighs the
need to keep things authentic.
Both songs take advantage
of the lonely-rock-star-looking
for-love blueprint. They're
both blissful pop songs that
have some edge, but I'm just
not sure if lead brother Caleb
didn't know that when he was
writing them.
After the first side of "Only
By The Night," those guitars
crescendoing to the heavens get
a little tiresome.
The Echo and The Bunnymen-

sounding "Manhattan" is pretty
fresh, as is the chime-laden
"17," but for the most part, side
two is bogged down by a large
sound that doesn't fit its earnest
lyrics.
There's a good example of
a Coldplay rip on here, too, in
the form of "Notion." Epic
opening guitar slash? Check.
Minimalist keys in the refrain?
Sure. Chris Martin? No, and to
their credit that's often where
the Kings get things right on
"Only By The Night."
The family provides a great
last hurrah on "I Want You,"
a cut as obsessed with injury
by way of fellatio as its comeand-get-it-girl attitude would
suggest.
It's an incredible song that
uses big boy braggadocio
to mask the real message;
makeup sex can't makeup for
the emotional withdrawal of
a beautiful relationship. True
look.
The album's closing cut would
have been a nice omission, but
all the same, "Cold Desert"
is a good example of why the
Kings of Leon should stick to
their own sound and not worry
so much about overreaching
British rock.
When your voice cuts
heartstrings like Caleb
Followill's, there's no need to
repress the moodiness into the
rest of the band. That being
said, "Only By The Night" is a
tormented winner.
Just give us Yankees one more
Kings album, and I promise
we'll come around.
Contact Jack at
JCChand13168@winona.edu

The Fire Five
1
"Crying"
TV on the Radio
These BK beauties don't
seem concerned about genre
compatibility, as evident
on their new album "Dear
Science." This funked-out
cut delivers clipping riffs and
jazzy electric horns.

2
"Never Be That High"
Randy Rogers Band
Classic country stylings with
a euphoric twist, Lone Star
music never sounded so good.
Just trust me when I tell you
with my country luck, it never
will again.

3
"Many Moons"
Janelle Monae
Words can't do this little
lady's live show justice, but
her debut album "Metropolis:
The Chase" sure gives it a
shot. "Moons" is a five and
a half minute futuristic soul
suite full of multi-layered
chants, squealing guitars and
spoken word courtesy of the
talented Ms. Monae.

4
"Black River Killer"
Blitzen Trapper
After a spin through Blitzen
Trapper's new release "Fury,"
you'll feel compelled to take
a nice little four-day in the
Pacific Northwest. These
cool acoustic harmonies will
put visions of Redwoods and
the Pacific in your head.

5
"I Want You"
Kings of Leon
If you replaced Cleb
Followill's vocals with Chris
Martin's, this song would
get more love and suck. But
there's something about a
band from Nashville tackling
the arena-rock sound. Dare I
say it sounds a little more...
authentic?
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Technologically speaking, 'Eagle Eye's' a B
By Joe Underbakke
Winonan
I think Hollywood gets too
much grief from the public
for making movies that
aren't educational and only
contain dwindling levels of
entertainment value.
In my opinion, every now
and then, a movie will come
out, and from it, a whole host
of information can be learned.
Such was my experience with
"Eagle Eye."
If "Eagle Eye" taught me
one thing, it was that you could
tamper with anything on Earth
that you want, provided it will
benefit your mission.
Trains, cell phones, scrolling
marquees, traffic lights and yes,
even power lines, represent
©Google
just a small portion of what
Shia LaBeouf and Michelle Monaghan are thrown together as complete strangers by a women
is manipulated by "Aria," the
who tracks and controls their every move in increasingly dangerous situtations in "Eagle Eye."
movie's antagonist, whose
identity I'll keep a secret.
Well, I'll give you a hint:
The premise of "Eagle Eye" named Jerry Shaw is suddenly into a world of classified
she's not played by anyone. is that an innocent, angst-ridden wisked away from his mundane
and poor twenty-something guy life working at Copy Cabana
Shh, don't tell your friends.
See REVIEW, page 14
Wrecking of Winona's JULIUS C.

This is Gniecy Gnat, GI3C Gnews. Here, live at what was known to
teenaged gnats as the place to be soon after getting their wings.
I The human demolision of this Winona historic monument has
I caused mayhem in the once pristine Winona, MN.

WILKE, has moved gnats from what
would have been river-side private
parties to full-blown residential
debauchery. Many gnats
hang out on tree branches
in riotous groups,
plotting their next attack
on Winona residents.

Lil Miss Green
Latrisha Denise Green

Do I LOOK like a Gnat Motel 6 to you?

Death tolls have reached the millio

and ire still rising

In the immortal words of Rognat King...
"Can't we all just get along?"

Do you get
some sick
pleasure out of
being digested

This is Gniecy Gnat, GI3C Gnews. Goodgnight.

by complete
strangers?

Aw, man. That's just sick.
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La Crosse-ward march to nearest ROTC program
By Rebecca Erdmann
Winonan
Most students have seen
commercials for the Army
Reserve and the Reserve
Officer's Training Corp
(ROTC), - which advertise
college scholarships in
exchange for serving in the
military.
While ROTC is televised,
students who want to sign up
may not know what to expect
once they do.
The ROTC program consists
of at least one elective class
each college semester designed
to teach leadership skills. These
classes are taken as part of the
student's normal curriculum.
"Classes are usually one
credit and are offered as part of
a degree in military science,"
said Sergeant First Class Randy
Mortimer, an ROTC department
representative who acts as a
liaison between the Army and
several schools, including
Winona State University, St.
Mary's University and the
University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse.
Students can take some
courses without committing
to a period of service in the

-up course," or a condensed
military.
Scholarships from the Army, version of the freshman and
however, do involve a contract sophomore curriculum.
When David Obray ran for
in which the student agrees to
pursue an officer position in the Student Senate president last
regular Army, National Guard spring, he said one of the things
he hoped to do was create an
or the Army Reserves.
Mortimer said ROTC ROTC leadership course at
scholarships are awarded to Winona State.
Winona State does not
students based on their GPA
and demonstrations of physical have its own ROTC program;
instead, students who wish to
and leadership abilities.
Mortimer acknowledged that participate travel to La Crosse,
ROTC is not for everybody. Wis. once a week.
Administration is working
"We're teaching leadership, for
with UW-La Crosse, to create
the army and for society."
Students who complete an expanded Reserve Officer's
the ROTC program join the Training Corp program.
Ken Gorman, who is
Army with the rank of Second
representing Winona State in
Lieutenant.
It is not necessary to join negotiations with La Crosse for
ROTC right out of high school. this program, said final details
Students can take the freshman still have not been completed.
Justin Hiniker, the chair of
level courses to decide if they
Student
Senate's Academic
want to pursue ROTC at any
Affairs committee, who is
time and any age.
These courses include an working with Gorman and
introduction to army leadership, others, said Winona State
army customs and traditions, students who participated in
communications and applied ROTC used to take their classes
for free at UW-La Crosse, but
leadership theory.
Students who decide to join currently have to pay tuition at
ROTC later in college attend both schools.
"It's like they're attending
the Leader's Training Course:
a four-week summer camp two schools," Josh Martin,
Mortimer described as "a catch another senator, said.

Continued from page 10

EDGE
"We want to be here to give
quality information and help
them strategize for success in
these areas," Peterson said.
"One subject I would love
to teach is the importance
of quality friendships in this
world of broken promises
and relationships. We are also
putting together a financial
workshop to help guide people
through this difficult economic
time."
Whether students are looking
for a place to study, cheap
snacks or spiritual guidance,
Peterson believes there is

something here for everyone.
"My dream is that every
student would feel at home at
The Edge," Peterson said. "No
matter who you are, what your
beliefs are, or where you are in
life, this can be a comfortable
place for you."
Although The Edge has many
Christian links and activities,
Petersen doesn't want people
to be scared off.
"Many people have negative
images of the church and
Christianity or have been hurt,"
said Peterson. "My hope is that
The Edge, though a church

building, can be home to every
WSU student," Peterson said.
The Edge is open from 2
to 11 p.m. Monday through
Thursday.

Contact Courtney at
CJCosgri4506@winona.edu

Martin also said Winona
State is trying to create some
sort of exchange program with
UW-La Crosse, which would
allow Winona State students
to participate in ROTC at La
Crosse, and La Crosse students
to participate in study abroad
programs through Winona
State, without paying multiple
tuitions.
Creating an exchangeprogram
will take a long time. Hiniker
and Martin both warned there
is a lot of red tape involved,
because the arrangement will
be between colleges in two
different states and university
systems.
"It's really complicated, there
are a lot of details to work out,"

Hiniker said.
Currently, Winona State has
about 20 students involved with
ROTC: enough to fill one class
each semester.
Students who want to learn
more about the ROTC program
or talk to Mortimer should go to
the Winona State ROTC office
in the Winona Resource Center
across from Wabasha Hall.

Contact Rebecca at
RErdmann06@winona.edu

ileaet4 Services
aopes everytaimg
FALL'S hit° peace
For yon this
scAooe year...
But when those
germs ATTACK and
you just can't fight
BACK...

Health Services
will be here to
the rescue!
To Contact Health Services call
507-457-5160
Hours:
Monday-Thursday: 8:30 am5:00 pm
Friday: 7:30 am-4:00 pm
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REVIEW
government action/adventure.
However, Jerry doesn't
gallivant through his excursions
alone; he has the help of a
distraught mother, played by
Michelle Monaghan, who
has been roped into the same
situation.
Together, they must follow
their over-the-phone directions,
avoid the police and try to
suppress their sexual tension.
The thing about "Eagle Eye"

is it bases itself in a completely
different reality, despite the fact
that it isn't science fiction or
anything of the sort.
It is going to be in accepting
this reality that one can decide
whether or not they liked the
film.
I say this because on the
surface, "Eagle Eye" actually
is a relatively good action
movie, but if technological
impossibilities distract you,

[Al SAN

S.

CMSSCO
IMERICA!
AMERICA'S SANDWICH DELIVERY EXPERTS!'"

155 E. 3RD St
507.454.4711
JIMMY
JOHNS

WEI
wrzzanad

then you may be shuffling in
your seat like you have RLS.
To specify, by technological
distractions, I mean taking a
pixilated image, zooming in on
it, and then saying "ENHANCE
THAT!"
No! No, Billy Bob Thorton,
that isn't possible!
Movies do it, television
does it, and every time there's
a pixilated image that you
can't possibly make out they
"enhance it."
Have you ever used
Photoshop? Do you know
what happens to images when
you zoom in? They look like
crappy zoomed-in images.
But, if you like Shia LaBeouf,
whether it's because he's a
heartthrob or because you
liked him ever since he was the
zany Lewis Stevens on the hit
Disney show "Even Stevens,"
then you'll probably enjoy the
movie.
LaBeouf does a nice job in
his role of frantic, fast-talking
person in a strange predicament,
which tend to be the roles he's
cast in.
Plus, we've got Billy Bob
Thorton holding it down from
the F.B.I's perspective, and the
beautiful Rosario Dawson is
also on the case: a couple of
bonuses there.
Aside from its unrealistic
plot devices, "Eagle Eye"
actually tends to have quite a
bit of realistic criticism. There
are hints and notions of social
criticism that hold our excessive
dependence on technology
and the governments everincreasing ability to keep track
of us to question.
It's kind of an eerie feeling
when watching the movie. That
maybe it is possible; maybe
they can track everything I
say and do. Maybe they know
I'm writing a review about this
very concept right now. Maybe
they're going to strike me dead
before I can fini...

.COM
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Contact Joe at
JJUnderb9309@winona.edu

Evening with Wank
The annoying issue
By Alex Wank
Winonan

Which is it?
If it's new, then there is
nothing before it. If it's an
improvement, then there must
There is no end. Everything have been something before it.
goes on forever. Everything
With all of my heart, I
leaves its mark in the world. No despise the gnats or fruit flies,
matter how small, its mark will or whatever they are.
be seen for years to come.
Let's just call them extremely
For years, since the dawn of annoying bugs.
man, people have fought for
See, I don't know the exact
a place in history. That's just reason for , the multitude of
human nature.
them, but whatever it is, I hate
Are people born evil?
it. It seems that you can't even
Contrary to the beliefs of walk outside without being
ignorant souls, humans are just attacked by thousands of them.
pawns in a greater game.
And that makes me angry.
And for those of you who
I hate it when people say
play chess, you know that the "it's always in the last place
pawns just sacrifice -themselves you look." Well, of course
for the sake of the king and the it is! Who keeps looking for
queen.
something after they found it?
Why don't they stand up for Do these people exist? Where
themselves?
are they?
If a pawn stood, more would
Why do people point at their
follow.
wrist when they ask the time?
Soon, the only thing left
I know where my watch is.
would be the king and queen.
Do I point at my crotch when
But without pawns, the I ask where the bathroom is?
royalty would rule no one and Sometimes I do, but that's not
soon fall.
the point I'm trying to make.
Isn't this good?
You know what's the worst,
The pawns are now free. though?
No. Without royalty, the game
The one thing that annoys
is over. But there is no end. me more than anything is when
Reality falls in on itself The people write articles about
game begins anew.
things that annoy them. I hate
So then I quit because chess those people.
is stupid.
To end this issue, I would
Winona State University, I like to remind everyone that the
am irritated. I am aggravated. I corned beef is not your friend.
am exasperated.
I learned that the hard way,
Yes, I am annoyed.
at three in the morning, tied up
By what, you may ask?
in a chair with a gun pointed at
Well, even if you didn't ask, my head.
I'm going to tell you. And you
No matter what Martha
can't do anything about it other Stewart says, it's not a good
than not read the article.
thing.
I'm begging you, dear reader,
please don't not read this
article.
I'm not a fan of people
professing their love in a public
display of affection.
Does everyone need to
know?
Jeez... In unrelated news, I
don't like things that are called Contact Alex at
"new and improved."
AWank07@winona.edu

Continued from page 10

CASTRO
Fernandez told her audience.
This philosophy applies to
her life, as well.
After believing for years
that her father was a doctor,
Fernandez's mother told her that
Fidel Castro was her father.
People tried to use Fernandez
to get to Castro; they hoped that
if she brought a message to her
father, he might listen.
She spoke of lines of people
waiting outside her house to
speak to her, making it difficult
for her to walk to school.
When she was in her 20s,
Fernandez decided to limit her
time with her father.
She watched as under Castro's
regime, "Cubans changed from
laughter to disruptive chaos."
As she grew older, Fernandez
became a political dissident.
In 1993, she left Cuba with
her daughter and settled in
Miami.
"Politics break so many
Cuban families, and mine is not
an exception," she said.
She hopes that someday
Cuba will create its own form
of democracy, but for now
Fernandez likes to think of her

speaking engagements as her
personal contribution to the
country's rebirth.
"I want people to have a little
more knowledge about my
country," she said.
In a question and answer
period at the end of her speech,
Fernandez was asked how
things have changed in Cuba
since Fidel's brother Raul was
named president in February.
There hasn't been much
change under Raul, although
Christmas is now celebrated,
and people are allowed to have
food processors and computers,
but no Internet access.
Fernandez came to Winona
State at the invitation of Alex
Hines, the Cultural Diversity
Director, who felt that Cuba
isn't often thought of in relation
to Hispanic Heritage Month.
Hines said he tries to select
speakers who are relevant to
students, and can be considered
co-curricular activities.
The Fernandez lecture can
be tied in to Global Studies
classes, he said.
He also chooses speakers that
can relate to current events.

Fernandez spoke about the
state of Cuba in the wake of
two hurricanes, lamenting that,
"Cuba is devastated," but the
government is playing political
games with the United States
and not accepting aid.
Fernandez also spoke at
Winona Senior High on
Thursday afternoon.
The Diversity Office, UPAC,
Student Life and Development
and the bookstore co-sponsored
the event for Hispanic Heritage
Month.
Hines does the actual booking
for speakers, UPAC and
Student Life and Development
provide funding, and the
bookstore advertises events
with displays.
Laura Mann, the textbook
manager at the bookstore, uses
textbooks, general books and
posters to create displays that
promote campus events.
The display for Hispanic
Heritage Month included books
about or by people from the
Spanish-speaking world, such
as "The Motorcycle Diaries"
and "House on Mango Street,"
along with posters of Cuba and

Photo by Nick Furlong/Winonan
Alina Fernandez, Fidel Castro's daughter, came to Winona State
as a part of Hispanic Heritage Month. She spoke to students,
staff and community members with one goal in mind: to tell
people about her homeland, Cuba.

Mexico.
Mann also provides a list of
upcoming cultural events at
Winona State.
Programs for the rest of the
semester include a discussion

of race and privilege, and
events for National Coming Out
Day and Disability Awareness
Month.
Contact Rebecca at
RErdmann06@winona.edu

Englich assists students as community liasion
By Courtney Cosgriff
Winonan
Vicki Englich, the community
liaison for Winona State
University, has an-office in the
Student Union where students
can go with questions about
housing leases or general
housing questions.
Englich has worked part-time
as the community liaison for
three years, but switched over
to full time last October.
"I am here to help students
adjust to the community of
Winona," Englich said.
Englich is also working on a
web site to further demonstrate
that she is available and ready
to help in a variety of ways.
She also writes for the Winona

Post once a month to report
student involvement within the
community.
"Students need to know that
I am here to help and that if I
can't help, I can find the right
resources to help them," Englich
said. "We have Winona State's
attorney, John Plachecki, on
hand to assist with any legal
matters that may come up
when dealing with landlords or
leases."
Plachecki is available from
5 to 7 p.m. every Tuesday to
assist with student concerns.
"Since a major portion of the
student body lives off campus,
I want to know that if I don't
personally have the resources, I
will find a way to help them out
otherwise," Englich said.

While she works with students
and their leases, Englich
also works with students on
service-learning projects and
volunteer opportunities within
the community.
Service-learning projects
are usually hands-on and
reinforce what the student
is learning in the classroom,
while volunteering is helping
out during a student's free time
at their own free will.
Among these service-learning
programs and volunteer
opportunities are the Adopt-aBlock and mentor programs.
"For the Adopt-a-Block
program, we have student
organizations go out at least
once a month and clean up
the block," Englich said. "We

have 35 student organizations
involved this year and it
continues to grow."
There is also an Adopt-aBlock task force composed of
students, faculty, the mayor, the
city inspector and other officials
who discuss topics like parking
and community leasers.
The mentor program is
composed of 30 people in
various neighborhoods of the
community who have agreed
to help out students with any
questions they might have when
moving into a new area.
Whether students have a
question about parking or a
general concern about the
neighborhood, these mentors
have personally volunteered
their services to students.

"We really just want to
be able to prevent lease
and landlord problems with
students," Englich said. "There
are resources available and
students need to be aware of
that."
As for the future, Englich
hopes to have a bigger staff
one day if the response to her
resources continue to grow.
"Half of my mission is to
help students understand that
they are part of the community.
The other half is to help the
city of Winona understand
that students are assets to this
community," Englich said.

Contact Courtney at
CJCosgri4506@winona.edu
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Winona State senior captain Amelia Kasten (8) runs past a Lewis (Ill) defender during the Warriors 3-0 nonconference win Sunday at Maxwell Field at Alltel
Stadium. The Warriors have won seven consecutive games and, at No. 5 in Division II, hold the highest national ranking in program history.

A Cut Above: No. 5 Warriors still rolling
By Chandler MacLean
Winonan

program history, the Warriors
have won
consecutive
shutouts
and
their
The Winona State University pushed
women's soccer team already winning streak
made history. Now the Warriors to seven.
nice,"
"It's
are proving, and rather
convincingly, that it wasn't a • Warriors coach
Ali Omar said,
fluke.
Since earning the No. 5 rank cautious as
in the National Soccer Coaches always not to Omar
Association of America/adidas over-praise.
rankings last Tuesday, the "You feel good about yourself
highest national ranking in and where you're at. And
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it's good for Winona State in winning streak, which began away in regulation. But it gives
general."
Sept. 5, with a 1-0 overtime us confidence, too, that we don't
Short rant: A shame win last Friday at Upper Iowa back down no matter where we
the vast majority of and a 3-0 nonconference home are in the game."
the student population win last Sunday against Lewis
Sturdivant leads the Warriors
has missed the No. 5 (Ill.).
with six goals and 15 points,
Warriors (8-1-0, 3-0-0).
Winona
State
super good for second in the Northern
Hardly a ping on the sophomore Lauren Sturdivant Sun Intercollegiate Conference
collective student scored the winning goal against in points and tied for third in
body radar, really. Last the Peacocks, sending in a goals. Sturdivant's overtime
Sunday's home game rebound in the fifth minute of tally was her second gamedrew 127. And what of overtime.
winning goal.
those plucky hooligans?
"We hate (overtime games),"
One can only wonder.
Warriors senior Gina Florian
The Warriors punctuated the said. "We want to put teams
See SOCCER, page 19

No let-up for Warriors in challenging Northern Sun
By Johnny Podominick
Winonan

Beavers to score more than 15
points in any set, winning in
three games 25-10, 25-15, 2512.
Singling
Winona State University
out one
head volleyball coach
star player
Connie Mettille would
was nearly
like to win every game.
impossible
But in a conference that
for Mettille
features three teams ranked
to do after
in the top 15 nationally
the game.
and the defending national
"I can't
champions, splitting on the
single out
road is enough to make any
M ettille
anyone,"
coach happy.
Mettille
This past weekend, WSU
did just that, producing a said. "Everyone played really
dominating win at Bemidji State well. Our middle was really
University and a competitive solid."
Jessi Peterson led the
loss at 12th-ranked University
Warriors with 11 kills, Mollie
of Minnesota Duluth.
Against Bemidji State, the Bjelland had 39 assists, and
Warriors did not allow the Shannon McGowan had five

service aces.
Carmen
Defensively,
Stankowski had 16 digs and
Rudi Balich added 13 digs.
Jenna Padley had four blocks.
Injuries have prevented
Mettille's squad from
developing consistency this
year, so Mettille said she
was happy with her team's
play against Bemidji
State.
"We played a complete
match, which is what we
have been looking to do,"
Mettille said.
WSU put up a valiant
effort against UM-Duluth,
but fell short of the win,
getting swept in three sets Daly
25-21, 25-14, 25-21.
Stankowski and Peterson led
the way with seven kills apiece.

Bjelland had 23 assists and
Peterson had four blocks.
Things do not get any easier
for the Warriors this week. WSU
hosts 8th-ranked Southwest
Minnesota State University
Tuesday, and then travel to
Northern State University
and Mary
University
over the
weekend.
"That has
always been
a tough road
trip for us,"
Mettille said.
"We have
struggled
there."
Helping out
the Warrior's cause will be
the possible return of starter

Keri Daly. She has missed the
past two weeks of play nursing
a shoulder injury but could
potentially return to the lineup
this week.
With or without Daly, Mettille
still expects her team to be
successful. Splitting games on
the road is vital in conference
play, she says.
"Obviously I would like to
win every time we step on the
floor," Mettille said. "But in
this conference, you have to at
least split."

Contact Johnny at
JPodominick06@winona.edu

Warriors' three-game streak snapped in 4th-quarter comeback
By Adam Stanek
Winonan
Call it heartbreaking. Call
it tragic. Call it whatever you
will.
The Winona State University
football team went into Mankato
with a winning attitude but left
with a sour taste in its mouth.
The Warriors lost to
Minnesota State 35-32 in a
game that was thrilling from
beginning to the end.
It didn't take long for Winona
State to get on the board first.
The Warriors took the ball on
their opening drive 79 yards,
capped off by the first of four
touchdown runs by Andrew
Verbancouer. Verbancouer
plowed into the end zone from
six-yards out to put the Warriors
up 7-0 early in the first quarter.
The Mavericks, after punting
on their first possession, scored
on their next two possessions in
the first quarter.
With 2:46 to go in the first
quarter, quarterback Ryan Fick
plunged into the end zone from
one yard out to tie the game,
7-7.
There was some controversy
surrounding the call as Fick

fumbled into the end zone on
the play but the refs ruled that
he crossed the goal line before
fumbling.
State
After
Winona
quarterback Greg Preston
fumbled on the next possession,
Mankato
managedto score
again on a 33yard touchdown
pass from Fick
to Ryan Flury.
This put the
Mavericks up
going into the
second quarter
and eventually Verbancouer
the third quarter
since both teams
were held scoreless in the
second.
In the third quarter, it seemed
as though the Warriors were
going to tie the game up.
Again, Verbancouer
scampered 12-yards for a
touchdown, making the score
14-13.
However, Cullen Fahey's
extra point was blocked, which
would have an effect for the
rest of the game.
Later in the third quarter, Fick
again gave the Mavericks some
breathing room as he recorded

another 1-yard touchdown run
to put Mankato up 21-13 with
3:19 to go in the third quarter.
The Warriors answered that
touchdown quickly as senior
wide out Tyree Burks made
a leaping 28-yard touchdown
grab.
That touchdown was
set up the play before
when Justin Thomas
caught a 46-yard pass
to get the ball to the 28yard line.
With the score being
21-19, the Warriors
decided to try and tie
the game up with a
two-point conversion,
but it failed.
Mankato got a quick answer
of their own, this time on
special teams.
Junior kick returner Kelvin
Rodgers returned the kickoff
77 yards to paydirt, giving the
Mavericks a 28-19 lead, their
largest of the game.
In the fourth quarter, Winona
State made a determined effort
to come back.
Verbancouer sliced through
the defense on a 5-yard
touchdown scamper to make
the score 28-25.
With the chance to cut the

lead to two, Fahey's extra point
was again blocked, leaving the
Warriors with a three-point
deficit.
Late in the fourth quarter,
the Warriors continued to push
forward with a determined
effort to take the lead.
With the Mavericks driving
with less than eight minutes
to play, sophomore linebacker
Elliot Gaulke came up with
one of the biggest plays of the
game.
Gaulke intercepted Fick's
pass on the outside edge and

-

•

•

sprinted it back 49 yards to the
Minnesota State 25-yard line.
This gave the Warriors the
opportunity they needed to take
the lead.
Four plays later, Verbancouer
sprinted to paydirt for the fourth
time in the game as he took the
ball in from five yards out to
give Winona State their first
lead since the 7-0 start in the
first quarter.
With the Warriors up 32-28,
the Mavericks refused to let

See FOOTBALL, page 19
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Club Scene: Men's rugby combines
flow of soccer, football-style tackles
By Chandler MacLean
Winonan
(Eds. Note: "Club Scene"
will feature a campus athletic
club each week. Email
clmaclea9357@winona.edu to
have your club featured)
The men's rugby team is a
well-established campus club
at Winona State University.
The club originated in 1989
and has two state titles to its
name. It's still going strong
today, with more than 30
players this season, up about a
dozen from recent years.
In the past three seasons, the
Warriors have acquired two

Photo by Rory O'Driscoll/VVinonan

By Chandler MacLean
Winonan

Lowfinalroundpropels
Warriors to runner-up

Travis Whipple, two-time
national champion point guard
on the Winona State men's
basketball
team, grew up
playing tennis.
We11,
basketball, too.
But tennis was
right up there
in importance.
While
Whipple left
Hill Murray Whipple
High School
in Maplewood,
Minn., as the basketball team's
all-time leader in points, assists,
steals, 3-point field goals,
3-point field goal percentage
and free-throw percentage, he
was also a four-year letterwinner
on the tennis team.
"I love the game (tennis),"
Whipple said. "But basketball
is such a big time commitment
I couldn't play anymore."

Women's cross country

It was move up or move on
for the Winona State University
women's golf team.
The Warriors began Sunday's
final round at the Best Western
Riverport Classic 18 strokes off
the lead at Cedar Valley Golf
Course, some 10 miles from
campus.
The host Warriors responded
with the low final round,
shooting a 321 to finish two
shots back of invite champion
Minnesota State-Mankato.
Courtney Sovereign led the
Warriors on the final day with
a 4-over-par 76 and finished
third. Tara Christensen and
Michelle Narveson tied for six,
two shots behind Sovereign.

Winona State freshman Jenna
Southworth never strayed far
off the lead pack Saturday at
the Roy Griak Cross Country
Invitational.
Southworth moved from 11th
place at the 1-kilometer mark to
seventh place at the 3-kilometer
mark, to her sixth-place finish in
the Maroon women's II race at
the prestigious event hosted by
the University of Minnesota.
Southworth came in at 22:58.3
for sixth at the 24-team, 257runner race.
Southworth, a transfer from
UW-Oshkosh, has placed in the
top-10 of all four of the Warriors'
races this season.
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get tackled. The soccer aspect
is that the game is completely
free-flowing. It doesn't stop."
Although the competitive fall
season ends in mid-October,
Thoresen said the rugby club is
always open to new members.
For more information, check
out Rugby Club's web page on
the student clubs section of the
Winona State homepage.
"The one thing that's nice
about D-II is it's competitive,
but at the same time you can
get guys who've never come
out and after a couple years
they can compete right with
everyone else," Thoresen said.
"Anyone can join. We've never
turned anyone away."

Hardwood to hardcourt: Whipple
takes over as women's tennis coach

Winona State junior Emma Schmitz putts Sunday during the
final round of the Best Western Riverport Classic at Cedar
Valley Golf Course in Winona, Minn.

By Winonan staff

third-place finishes along with a
second in the Minnesota Rugby
Union.
The Warriors compete against
the likes of St. Cloud State,
Minnesota State-Mankato and
Bethel University.
Rugby doesn't fall under a
specific category of sport.
There's tackling, but no
pads.
There's sideline-to-sideline
action on a pitch, but no goal
or net.
"I consider it maybe a
combination of American
football and soccer," said Rob
Thoresen, team captain and
club president. "The football
aspects are you run, kick and

Whipple, who will be a
senior guard for the Warriors
basketball team this season,
took over as head women's
tennis coach at Winona State
this past August.
"There's no place I'd
rather be," Whipple
said. "I just want to
do everything I can to
make it known that they
made the right decision.
We want to move the
tennis program
forward."
Whipple was
working as
an intern over
the summer
with the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate
Conference when he
learned of the job
opening.
The tennis team's Pierce
game schedule will
be adjusted to the basketball
schedule.
As for free time, that will have
to be adjusted around coaching

tennis, playing basketball and
student teaching at Winona
Middle School.
"It's going be a challenge,"
Whipple said. "I'm going to
be busy. But I commited to
something and I'm dedicated to
giving the best I possibly can."
Coach Whipple and the
Warriors opened the season last
weekend at the ITA Regionals
in Kearney, Neb.
Warriors
sophomore
Heather Pierce
advanced to the
semifinals of the
64-player singles
tournament
before
falling
in three sets
to
eventual
tournament
champion Marina
Bugaenco from
Minnesota StateMankato.
Pierce and junior Mary
Hesterman won the consolation
championship in doubles
competition.

SOCCER

Senior goalkeeper Amanda
Diehm, a second-team all-NSIC
selection last season, made four
saves for the shutout.
More shutouts and gamewinning goals when the
Warriors returned home last
Sunday. Florian and freshman
Melissa
Sellier
sparked a
two-goal
flurry in
a span
of 54
seconds
against
visiting
Lewis. Sturdivant
Both
goals
came off beautiful give-and-go
passes in and around the Flyers'
goalie box— Florian scoring the
first

Continued from page 16
on a Sellier assist, then Sellier
scoring on an assist from
Florian.
"The short 1-2 plays really
worked against their defense,"
Florian said. "By settling it
down and playing off each
other, we got those throughballs and it just worked."
Three of Floriares four goals
this season have been game
winners, tied for third in the
NSIC. Sellier is one of about
nine freshmen playing quality
minutes and contributing on
a regular basis throughout the
Warriors' historic run.
Freshman goalkeeper Anna
Belpedio picked up the shutout,
the Warriors' fifth this season,
on two saves.
"It definitely feels like we're
wearing a target on our back,"
Sellier said. "Everybody's out
to get us. We're the higher

ones, so we're there to keep
that place, if not move up."
The Warriors return to the
road this weekend for an NSIC
double-dip, beginning Saturday
at Bemidji State, followed by a
Sunday game at UM-Duluth.
The Bulldogs also are unbeaten
in the NSIC and will go into the
weekend tied for fourth in the
NSIC with a conference mark
of 2-0-2.
At 3-0-0, the Warriors are
tied with Mary (N.D.) for the
top spot in the NSIC.
Minnesota State-Mankato,
ranked 21st in the nation, is
third in the NSIC at 3-0-1. The
Mavericks visit Winona on Oct.
26.

Contact Chandler at
CLMacLea9357@winona.edu

FOOTBALL
Winona State come into their
house and steal a victory.
The Mavericks went on an
8-play, 65-yard drive, in which
costly penalties really hurt the
Warriors.
Fick finished the drive with a
2-yard touchdown scamper to
put the Mavericks up 35-32.
With 2:05 left in the game,
the Warriors still had a chance
to put together a drive and get
within scoring range.
On a second-and-10 play on
the drive, it looked as though
the game would be over when
Rodgers picked off a Preston
pass and ran it back for a
touchdown.
However, an offside call was
made against Mankato, giving
the Warriors new life.
Winona State managed to get
the ball onto the Maverick side
of the field late in the game, but

Continued from page 17
heavy pressure forced Preston
to throw the ball sooner than
he hoped. He threw the ball
up while being tackled and
the Mavericks intercepted the
pass.
Mankato took a couple knees
and sent the Warriors home
with their first conference loss
of the season.
Preston went 21-for-34 with
297 yards passing, a touchdown
pass, and two interceptions.
Randy Spring finished
with 21 carries for 96 yards
as Verbancouer added four
touchdowns on six carries.
Ellis Minor led the Warriors
with six catches for 79 yards.
Brent Yule recorded 13
tackles, one for loss, and a
sack.
Contact Adam at
AJStanek7497@winona.edu

Women's rugby player Faschingbauer into country out in May with a double-major
By Johnny Podominick
Winonan
Winonan: So how did you
get into rugby?
Faschingbauer: When I was
in high school, my friend played
and during my senior year she
got me to join for fun.
Winonan: So did you come
to Winona State knowing you
were going to play rugby?
Faschingbauer:
Yeah,
another girl that I played
rugby with in high school
came to school here as well,
so together we went to the first
practice freshmen year. We had
contacted the coach before we
officially came to school here.
Winonan: So how much time
do you put into it a week?
Faschingbauer: We have
a fall season and a spring
season. The fall season is the
one that matters, though. We
have practice three days a
week and either a tournament
or a game every weekend. And
since I am the treasurer for the
team, I spend a little extra time
dealing with the budget of our
university account.

Winonan: Any scholarship
money available?
Faschingbauer: There are
scholarships out there
for rugby athletes that
I have learned about,
but I have never
applied for one.
Winonan: What do
you do to get ready
for a game?

State.
Winonan:

Alright, enough
about rugby, let's talk about

Faschingbauer:

If it is a home game
,the team usually has
a Friday night dinner
together, and then the
day of the game we
get to the pitch about
an hour-and-a-half
before the game is
about to start so that
we can get a good
hour warm-up before
the game to get our
heads into it.
Winonan: Where
Contributed photo
can people go to
The
Winona
State
women's
rugby
watch your games?
Faschingbauer:

team , right, goes up for a line-out
during a recent game.

Our home field is at
Southeast Tech and
every spring we have a game
on the football field at Winona

you. What's on your iPod?
Faschingbauer: Oh, I have a

big mixture of anything, but I
listen to mostly country.
Winonan:
Anything
embarrassing on there?
Faschingbauer:
To me,
no, but who knows what
other people think (laughs).
What would you consider
embarrassing?
Winonan: 90's boy bands?
Aaron Carter? Stuff like that
would probably fall into my
embarrassing category.
Faschingbauer:
(Laughs)
Well, I do have some old boy
bands on there, so I guess that
might be a little embarrassing.
Winonan: I mean I have
a David Hasselhoff song on
mine, so I'm not judging.
Faschingbauer: (Laughs).
Winonan: How did you get
into your major?
Faschingbauer:
Well, I
am a double major, Spanish
and journalism, and in high
school, I always wanted to
learn a language, and I got
into Spanish and just loved
learning it, so I decided to keep
going into college, and as for
journalism, I've always wanted
to be a writer, more of books

and magazines.
Winonan:

Whoa, double
major, so are you going to be
done in May?
Faschingbauer:
Yup, on
time. Crazy.
Winonan: I'm impressed.
Then what? Any plans?
Faschingbauer: Well, my
plan is to move backto the Cities,
where I am from, and look for a
writing job somewhere to start
me off. Hopefully, I can work
my way up somewhere.
Winonan: Sounds like a
plan. Alright, well here's your
chance to give a shout out for
the rugby team. When's your
next game and why should
people come?
Faschingbauer: Our next
game is this coming weekend,
Oct. 4th at 11 a.m. at the
Southeast Tech field. And you
should definitely come because
we just won our All Minnesota
Tournament and we are
facing the second place team,
Mankato, so it's going to be an
exciting game.
Winonan:
Alright, I'm
convinced, I'll be there.
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